
Edenreach

Equal Opportunities Statement

Edenreach LTD strides to be the driving force behind the positive environmental and
social changes in the UK. We are dedicated to support our partners in developing ESG
focused investment propositions, and to effectively support investment into impact
areas, including but not limited to environment, climate change, human rights, justice
reform, access to justice, foreign aid, and equality.

Edenreach LTD is management consultancy company registered in England and Wales
with reg. number 14711724 located in London, England.

At Edenreach we are committed to maintaining a diverse workforce and an inclusive
work environment. We do not accept discrimination in the hiring process,
employment-related decisions, or in business interactions on the basis of:

- race,
- colour,
- ancestry,
- age,
- sex,
- sexual orientation,
- religion, disability,
- ethnicity,
- national origin,
- marital status,
- pregnancy,
- suffer from any medical/health conditions, or
- any other legally protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010 (the Act).

We are a Disability Confident employer. This means that we value and wish to include
disabled persons in our workforce so that we can benefit from their abilities and talents.
The Disability Confident scheme is owned by UK Government and replaces the
previous Two Ticks scheme.

Equality, diversity and inclusion runs through much of our work around the world,
whether in the [Insert business specifics, such as procurements, supply chain,
education, cultural exchange, etc]. Our goal is to develop inclusive work programmes
and projects that bring together people with different experiences and backgrounds.
Through this statement we aim to make everyone's experiences richer, and ultimately
lead to more inclusive societies.

Everything posted in this statement is supported by our Equal Opportunities Policy.

If you have any questions or concerns don’t hesitate to contact our Compliance Officer.

https://disabilityconfident.campaign.gov.uk/
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